Conformational analysis of a cyclic thymopoietin-analogue by 1H n.m.r. spectroscopy and restrained molecular dynamics simulations.
The internuclear distances of the cyclic thymopoietin derivative c[D-Val-Tyr-Arg-Lys-Glu] have been determined using two-dimensional nuclear Overhauser n.m.r. spectroscopy. These distances are used as constraints for a restrained Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation. The two starting structures used for the calculations consist of a beta and gamma turn for model 1 and two gamma turns for model 2. The rms difference in atomic positions of the two conformations is 0.242 nm. They converge during the restrained MD simulation to the same final structure. The positional rms difference of the time averaged (5-14 ps) conformations is 0.011 nm. The hydrogen bond pattern is similar to that of model 1, but in addition we find three more gamma turns. The vicinal NH-C alpha H couplings agree well with those calculated from the time averaged structures.